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Abstract: Asset management involves the coordinated activities of an organisation to derive value
from assets, which may include physical assets. It encompasses activities related to design, construc-
tion, installation, operation, maintenance, renewal, and asset disposal. Asset management ensures the
coordination of all activities, resources, and data related to physical assets. Recording and monitoring
all maintenance activities is a key part of asset management, often done using work orders (WOs).
Technicians typically create WOs using “free text”, which can result in missing or ungrammatical
words, making it difficult to identify trends and analyse information. To standardise the terminology
used for the same asset maintenance operation, this paper proposes a method that suggests words to
technicians as they complete WOs. The word suggestion algorithm is based on past maintenance
records, and a Bayesian network-based recommender system adapts to present needs verified by
technicians using implicit user feedback. Implementing this system aims to normalise the terms used
by technicians when filling in a WO. The corpus for this work comes from asset management records
collected in a health facility in Portugal operated by a private company.

Keywords: tag recommender system; NLP; word embeddings; asset management; Bayesian network

1. Introduction

Asset management involves effectively managing physical assets to maximise their
value and ensure their continued operation over their entire life cycle [1]. The FWHA [2]
defines asset management as: “(· · · ) a business process and a decision-making framework
that covers an extended time horizon, draws from economics as well as engineering,
and considers a broad range of assets (· · · ) and uses the information to help make cost-
effective investment decisions”. According to ISO/CD 55000, “An asset is an item, thing or
entity that has potential or actual value to an organisation”. Asset management produces
a variety of documents throughout the asset life cycle. These documents are essential
for the effective management of assets and include: (1) asset register, (2) maintenance
schedule, (3) work orders, (4) inspection reports, and (5) asset disposal reports. Work orders
(WOs) detail the work to be carried out on an asset, including the tasks to be performed,
the materials required, and the time required, and track maintenance activities and ensure
they are completed promptly and effectively. WOs in asset management can be written
manually or generated by a computerised maintenance management system (CMMS).
However, with the advent of computer technology, many organisations now use a CMMS
to create and manage WOs automatically. Although manual WO generation can be less
efficient than using a CMMS, it can still be effective for managing maintenance activities
on a smaller scale or for one-off maintenance tasks. Our paper presents a solution in a
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real-world scenario, where asset management occurs in a healthcare facility in Portugal.
Commonly, a technician fills out a WO whenever a non-compliance event happens with a
piece of equipment.

Human-generated data is prone to errors, such as quality issues or inconsistencies,
which can be problematic. These errors are frequently semantic. In addition, unless spe-
cial precautions are taken, manual errors typically occur at a rate of 2-sigma, or 5–10%,
much higher than many other types of error [3]. Manually entered data is widespread in
maintenance but has traditionally been under-utilised or excluded from many computer
analysis methods due to its complex processing. Even a small plant will have thousands of
maintenance WOs, covering tasks from the routine to the unexpected and unique. The most
common errors are misspellings, non-existent words or a lack of consistency in words,
inconsistent formats, and missing fields [4]. Such issues have traditionally hindered the
computer-assisted extraction of explicit knowledge. Despite this, if this data can be pro-
cessed, it can provide valuable information regarding which machines require frequent
maintenance, the severity of breakdowns, and the most commonly cited parts or proce-
dures [5]. Computer-assisted extraction of explicit knowledge typically involves using
natural language processing (NLP) techniques to identify and extract key information
from text documents. However, it is essential to normalise the terms and words used by
technicians. Subjective phrases can be excluded to make them easier to understand.

This normalisation can be achieved by recommending words (called tags) while filling
out a description in the WO. The aim of this work is to achieve consistency in the words
used when considering the same maintenance operation. A tag recommender system (RS)
provides users with a list of relevant tags or keywords for a particular item. In this context,
a tag is defined as a word freely added to an object by a user. This can help users to organise
and find content more efficiently and improve search result accuracy [6,7]. There are two
main sub-problems in the tag RS methods: (1) the object-centred problem, and (2) the
personalised problem [8]. Tag RS can be combined into a more complex hybrid tag RS,
as well as the regular hybrid RS.

The object-centred problem is what will be treated in this paper in order to normalise
the words, and can be formulated as follows (adapted from [8]): “Let us consider a WO
wi ∈W. Given a set of input tags Iwi associated with the target object wi, generate a list of
candidates Cwi ,u, such as Cwi ,u ∩ Iwi = ∅, sorted according to their relevance to object wi,
and recommend the k candidates in the top positions of Cwi ,u.”

The main contributions of this work are: (1) explore the potential of how tag RS can
improve the way WOs are described in a language that is commonly used in a specific
context—a Portuguese health facility; (2) normalise the lexicon used by technicians when
describing a WO, preventing the same asset management situation being described in
different ways; (3) creation of a tag RS based on a Bayesian network, which is capable of
adapting to the present needs of the technicians.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the research background prior
to this research; Section 3 presents a description of the data used; Section 4 describes the
methodology taken to address the problem and the steps taken towards the objective;
Section 5 presents the evaluation and results of the proposed solution, alongside a discus-
sion about the results obtained; Section 6 indicates some conclusions and future work.

2. State of the Art

Various state-of-the-art algorithms can be used for sentence completion and word
suggestion tasks. Several methods of tagging have been used from different perspectives [8].
Most research has focused on personalising tag RS for bookmarking new resources, which
suggests tags based on the user’s preferences. Users, resources, and tags are often filtered
together using CF. Related to the CF tag RS, to improve the search Krestel et al. [9] sug-
gested an approach based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for recommending tags of
resources to overcome the cold start problem for tagging new resources. The annotation
process is used to uncover latent topics for which sparsely labelled resources are available.
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Song et al. [6] proposed two document-centric approaches using a machine learning (ML)
method. The first, graph-based, approach uses bipartite graphs to represent tagged data
to find document topics. The other approach is prototype-based, which sees the most
representative documents from the collected data and uses a Gaussian process classifier to
recommend multiple tags simultaneously. Both approaches use a ranking method to rank
the tags based on the current popularity of the tags. Wu et al. [7] presented a generative
model for CB tag RS. The model makes use of the tag-content co-occurrence observation.
Tag2Word builds on the LDA model to generate words for documents, following the la-
belled LDA model, assuming each tag is associated with one topic and the topic number of
a record is the same as its tag number and, further, adds a latent variable to indicate the
probability that the tag itself generates the word. To recommend hashtags for microblog-
ging sites, Ding et al. [10] proposed a translation model combining the advantages of topic
modelling and translation from content to tags. Godin et al. [11] developed a method that
recommends tweets using the naive-Bayes (NB) technique. This method is based on a
binary classifier discriminating between non-English and English tweets. Concerning fin-
ished sentences, Goulart et al. [12] introduced a hybrid model that combines the capabilities
of the latent semantic analysis (LSA) and NB models. The former can infer the next word
from a set of words, while the latter is focused on language semantics. The optimisation
process uses the gradient descent (GD) technique and latent information, which involves
considering an error function. Lei et al. [13] presented a system that automatically tags a
piece of content by text classification. The system is called the capsule network and can be
used for recommendation tasks. The capsule network learns from the data collected and
updates its recommendations with updated perspectives.

The most recent models commonly used to solve problems such as the one pre-
sented here are those based on transformer architectures [14]. For instance, generative
pre-trained transformer (GTP-3) [15], bidirectional encoder representations from transform-
ers (BERT) [16], or robustly optimised BERT pretraining approach (RoBERTa) [17]. Despite
the outstanding performance of these algorithms, it is safe to say that the costs of using
them are much higher than the benefits they provide in this research case. One of the main
reasons is that they require a significant amount of data, which in this domain is difficult
to obtain since WOs are created according to the purpose of documenting an asset repair
or malfunction.

Alternatively, generating synthetic data could help to increase the amount of processed
data. The problem with synthetic data generation is that, in this specific asset management
domain, there would be the need to verify if the generated data makes sense, usually
by a technician of the domain. Therefore, it can be said that synthetic data generation is
dependent on domain experts’ validation, which can be challenging to obtain promptly.
Furthermore, each WO occurs at a specific time and asset, which means synthetic data
generation is time and location dependent. Consequently, it is more difficult to generate
reliable synthetic data. In conclusion, the available data is insufficient to support these
state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition to that, these models are also complex and require a
lot of time and space to train compared to traditional ML [18] models. Several studies have
shown that ML can improve the asset management process, but they did not find a way
to implement a specialised word suggestion algorithm based on the data collected from
these activities.

3. Data Description

As mentioned above, our data collection consists of 38,445 WOs related to asset
management in a healthcare facility in Portugal. Each WO is composed of several fields,
and the technician fills in the information that best describes the given situation (e.g., asset
malfunction, routine inspection, component replacement, etc.). Of all the seventy-five fields
that compose a WO, the ones with the most important information are presented hereafter,
with an example for each field, taken from a real WO, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Example of a work order, with 11 considered fields out of 75.

Field Value

Work order ID 16,715

Job number for the given WO—WOs can be completed
through several jobs 1

Asset complete identifier 06001MCTEEE

Asset ID 6001

Work order description Periodic review of leaks

Date when the WO began 2014-06-04T09:00:00

Date when the WO ended 2014-06-04T11:00:00

Description of the work performed Periodic review of leaks

Asset designation Chiller 1

Asset family CT

Asset subfamily CH

4. Tag RS Algorithm

A previous analysis of word embedding models (fasttext and word2vec), along with
visualisation techniques of tag clouds [19], enabled us to see how the words are used and
the relationships between them in the WOs. Our solution consists of a Bayesian network
(BN) that can adapt to the needs of the technicians according to implicit user feedback.

A BN is a probabilistic model that uses Bayesian inference to perform probability
computations [20]. Its purpose is to model conditional dependence and causality. In it,
every node represents a unique random variable in a directed acyclic graph (DAG). When
implementing these concepts to a problem, the model considers the event’s significance as
the occurrence of a word in a sentence. The goal of the BN is to compute the probability of
a given word’s occurrence.

Let us consider the DAG is represented as G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes
representing random variables and E is a set of directed edges representing the probabilistic
dependencies between the variables. The conditional probability distribution represents
the probability of each variable given in its parent variables in the DAG. Each node in the
DAG has a conditional probability associated with it, denoted as P(Xi|Pa(Xi)), where Xi is
the current node and Pa(Xi) is the set of parent nodes of Xi. Let E = {e1, e2, · · · , en} be a set
of observations, where each ei is an observed value of a variable in a network, the posterior
probabilities represents the probabilities of each variable given an observation: P(Xi|E).
The probability of each variable given the evidence can be calculated using Bayes’ rule:

P(Xi|E) = αP(E|Xi)P(Xi|Pa(Xi))

where α is the normalisation constant, and P(E|Xi) is the likelihood of the evidence given
the value of Xi.

For instance, consider the sentence “fan assembly”. P( f an) predicts the likelihood
of the word “fan” being used in a sentence, and P(assembly) computes the likelihood of
the word “assembly” occurring in a sentence. The probability is a number in the interval
[0, 1]. So, P(assembly| f an) gives the conditional probability of “assembly”, assuming that
the “fan” occurs. Using a frequency analysis of the words in the corpus allows the network
to compute the conditional probabilities.

The probabilities found in each network state are calculated by analysing a set of WO
descriptions. These descriptions serve as a reference for the recommendation of words.
In other words, the capacity for the network to suggest words will be tailored according to
the sentence constructions verified in the historical file that contains the WO—these can
be altered by providing a different file with different descriptions when constructing the
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network. The frequencies found for each word and the other words’ neighbours enable us
to model the probability distributions.

Figure 1a depicts the structure of the BN. For instance, the first word is associated
with the first state (State 1), while the second word is used to refer to the second state
(State 2), and so on. Generally, the links between states are words that appear together
in WOs. State 1 of the network is composed of states that represent the likelihood of the
word, represented by P, appearing as the first word in a sentence. State 2, on the other
hand, is composed of states that represent the current and previous words in the sentence.
The frequency of bigrams is used to model P(State 2). A bigram is a combination of two
words from the first and second states of the sentence [21]. For instance, “substitution” has
position 2 in the sentence “valve substitution”. The probability table to model P(State 2)
provides a list of all the possible word combinations of these two positions. Inputted
bigrams will be associated with their respective probabilities of occurrence.

State 1 State 2 State 3 ...
 

(a)

State 1 State 2 State 3 ...
 

(b)

Figure 1. A fully dependent BN (a) and a BN respecting the Markov property (b).

The remaining states of the network are represented by two possible implementations,
shown in Figure 1. The first does not respect the Markov chain property (Figure 1a).
The second, on the other hand, does respect the Markov chain property (Figure 1b). That is,
the first implementation considers each state as dependent on the previous ones, unlike
the second implementation where each state is only dependent on the previous one. This
concept is called the “Markov property” [22], which states that a given state has all the
necessary information to move on to its next neighbour and state. The first implementation,
where a given state depends on all previous states, is described below, to understand better
which of the two options is more appropriate.

Now, consider State 3 in Figure 1a. The user has all the necessary information about
the previous states to recommend the most appropriate words. The problem with this
assumption is that all of the combinations of words found in the earlier states must be
considered when considering all of the states above. This means that the probability table
of any given state would have to express all the combinations between the words found in
earlier states. This can be achieved by making a list of words that appear in position one
and another list of words that appear in position two. Finally, all the words are combined
to form all possible sentences. The need to perform this combination of words leads to
exponential growth as the number of states increases. This is due to the need to consider
all previous words in all previous states, which requires much memory. Depending on the
number of states, this approach may not be feasible. The complexity of this task may be
unpredictable, depending on the number of states in the network. This computation would
require a lot of computational resources and would not provide a significant gain.

The exponential growth problem is the reason why the BN is created using the second
implementation of the Markov property, as shown in Figure 1b. The concept of this
method significantly reduces the number of joint probability tables associated with each
state. Since only the previous state is considered in the current state’s probability table,
the network’s structure is simplified. Reducing memory consumption by considering the
Markov property does not affect the network’s ability to perform effective inference and
answer queries [22]. Furthermore, the construction of a WO usually consists of up to a
maximum of eleven words, which is rare. The average for such sentences is about three
words per sentence, which makes the second implementation more appropriate.
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4.1. Bayesian Inference

Inference in the network is conducted in two possible ways: (1) infer the next word,
or (2) infer the remaining words that allow the sentence to be completed. For the first case
of inference (1), the methodology is to analyse how many words are already inputted and
check the state in the same position as the word to be suggested. Since the BN respects the
Markov property, the only factors that influence the network’s response to an inference of
the next word are found in the current state and its previous neighbour.

For instance, when the user inputs the words “substituição correia” (“belt substitution”),
the state that is consulted to assess the candidates for the next word is State 3, due to
the next word being in position 3, as depicted in Figure 2. In this state, the algorithm
looks for all the bigrams that begin with the word “correia”, and sorts them according to
their probabilities, placing the highest first. The probability of occurrence of each bigram
is initially calculated through a frequency analysis of the inputted corpus of text during
network creation. Word position is respected. Regarding State 3, it only contains bigrams
composed of words that are in positions 2 and 3 of a sentence. In the example given
in Figure 2, the candidates returned are types of belts, and the suggested words are the last
words in each bigram (spz, xpz, and spa).

Figure 2. Illustration of the algorithm for predicting the next word.

Turning our attention towards the second case of inference (2), we start by defining
that the sentence is deemed to have reached its end when the network does not have
more information. This can happen because there are no more states in the network, or no
bigrams exist in a given state that permit word recommendation. Moreover, inferring
a whole sentence requires searching the entire network for possible word combinations.
The implemented inference algorithm uses recursive programming [23] to traverse the
network; its modus operandi initiates with the initialisation of a matrix M, which saves
possible sentence constructions as rows. When the algorithm reaches its end, this matrix
M will have all the sentence constructions ordered by highest probability of occurrence.
A matrix cell yields a tuple formed by the word and the likelihood of occurrence given by
the Bayes theorem, in the form (word, probability). The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3,
representing a BN with four states.

Furthermore, this algorithm for inference of a whole sentence initiates by searching the
network, making use of the first kind of inference—inference of the next word—and having
as input the last word entered by the user (step 1 in Figure 3, word a is representative of any
given word that the user could input); the five words that will most likely succeed as the next
word are returned. The algorithm works by searching in depth. Therefore, the next step is to
look at the first word returned from the group of five, the most probable successor, and infer
the next possible successors to this word in the next state using inference (step 2 ). In the next
state, only two suggestions are given, and the recursion depth is now at level 1. From this new
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group of two possible candidates, the first one is chosen again to infer the following word in the
following state (step 3 ). The recursion depth is now at level 2, and no candidates are verified in
State 4. When there are no more candidates, the words present on the path traversed during
the search are appended to the matrix to form a sentence. Information about previously chosen
words is kept so the matrix line can be filled with the resulting sentence when there are no more
candidates. In the next step (step 4 ), the algorithm goes back to the previous state (State 3)
and infers the next word of the second candidate. The procedure continues, always searching in
depth through recursion, until no more words exist. Another sentence construction is added to
the matrix every time it is verified.

Figure 3. Illustration of the algorithm for inference of a whole sentence. The algorithm actions are
numbered to indicate their order, as this is a depth-first search algorithm. The colours are used to
represent the order of candidates in the current state, with orange indicating the first candidate,
purple for the second, and yellow for the third.

The algorithm chooses a word in a given state and searches for the next group of
candidates to complement this word in the next state. If the following state has candidates,
the same procedure is applied to each candidate. Suppose the following state does not
have information about possible candidates for the given word. The sentence is considered
constructed. In that case, it is appended to the matrix, and the focus shifts again to the
previous state. Then, the following word from the list of possible suggestions is considered,
and the process repeats itself until the network is covered.

In summary, the algorithm analyses the suggestions given by the first type of inference,
and recursively searches for the following five recommendations for each of the words
in the next state until there are no more possible candidates. At the end of the inference
of the whole sentence algorithm, the matrix M created in the first step has the sentence
constructions sorted accordingly after the network’s traversing is completed. The sorting
procedure is achieved by multiplying the probability values associated with each word
with each other, in each sentence (line in matrix).
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Because the sorting is performed by multiplying the probabilities for each word, the final
probability for each sentence construction is small. Sentences with the highest likelihood are
considered first, and shorter sentences are given priority, by considering the tuple (“ ”, 1)—empty
string with probability one—for cases where no candidates were found. The network structure
presents four states in the modelling given in Figure 3. Knowledge from the domain specifies
that WO descriptions should be small and straight to the point. Hence, the cases with long
sentences, that would require support for more extensive networks, are rare in most subfamilies,
allowing them to avoid the problem of the network occupying a lot of space. The pseudo-code
for the algorithm of sentence completion can be found in Algorithms 1 and 2. It is divided
into two algorithms for the sake of simplicity and readability, where Algorithm 1 has as its
input parameter the words inputted by the technician (“known_words”), and Algorithm 2 is
the recursive algorithm in which the traversing of the network occurs.

4.2. User Feedback in the Bayesian Network

Asset management is known to be a volatile domain. Domain knowledge lets us under-
stand that different assets malfunction at different times and that preventive operations are
specific to each asset, creating distinct WOs. This consideration allows the understanding
that the network’s recommendations cannot be static. They need to be adapted according
to the situations that occur in the present. Since the probability distributions of the network
are created using a specific set of historic WOs from an input file, the validity of those
probabilities, in terms of how close they are to the present reality, expire over time. Hence,
to deal with this necessity for adaptation, the user’s (technician) feedback is included by
analysing the suggestions they choose. This idea focuses on “reward asset management
situations that have happened recently for the last time”. For example, if the operation “fan
disassembly” was verified two times on the same day, it makes sense to assume that the
technicians might be doing maintenance operations that include this situation, giving it a
higher probability of being suggested by the network.

Network adaptation is achieved by analysing the chosen suggestions (creating user
feedback) to adapt to the current needs verified by the technicians. Figure 4 outlines the
reward function implemented to support this user feedback mechanism. As illustrated,
a decay function decreases as time passes, assuming that the highest rewards are allocated
to situations that occur often. The values given for the function seem to be out of context.
However, an empirical study on the most appropriate values for the function is conducted
in the next section.

Algorithm 1 Predict Sentence

Require: sel f 6= NULL; known_words 6= NULL;
if network does not know any of the words in known_words then

return []
end if
known_words_tupled← list(map(lambda x: (x, 1), known_words))
suggestions_matrix ←

sel f .predict_sentence_possibilities(known_words,
known_words_tupled, []) . call to algorithm 2

sel f .calculate_ f inal_probabilities(suggestions_matrix) . multiply all the probabilities in each word

for each found sentence

suggestions_matrix.sort() . sort by highest probabilities first

return suggestions_matrix
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Algorithm 2 Predict Sentence Possibilities

Require: sel f 6= NULL; known_words 6= NULL; known_words_tupled 6= NULL;
matrix 6= NULL;
known_words_level ← len(known_words) . last state with known word

if known_words_level >= len(sel f .number_o f _states) then
return matrix

end if
level_bigrams←

sel f .states_distributions[known_words_level] . states_distributions has the probability

distributions of each state

candidates←
sel f .predict_next_word(known_words_tupled, level_bigrams) . predict_next_word

returns a list of tuples, where each tuple is a combination of the candidate to be the next word and the associated probability

if len(candidates) == 0 then . if there were no candidates

if has not reached last state then
fill remaining states with (′′, 1) in known_words_tupled

end if
matrix.append(known_words_tupled)
return matrix

end if
for candidate in candidates do . when there are candidates

if candidate[0] not in known_words then . to prevent suggesting words already in the sentence

known_words_tupled_plus_candidate← known_words_tupled +candidate
if has not reached last state then

fill remaining states with (′′, 1) in known_words_tupled_plus_candidate
end if
matrix.append(known_words_tupled_plus_candidate)
sel f .predict_sentence_possibilities(known_words,
known_words_tupled_plus_candidate, matrix) . recursive call to find candidates from the new

known word (current candidate)

end if
end for
return matrix

Figure 4. Sketch of the reward function that guides the network’s domain adaptation.
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The values on the x-axis increase at a significant rate—day, week, month, and quarter.
These values in the reward function can be justified by the fact that preventive measures
in asset management require users to schedule WOs at specific times (preventive WOs).
This occurs to analyse assets and prevent malfunctions before they occur. Since these
components do not degrade with a daily frequency, it is essential to consider that for most
WOs, weeks, months, or even years may pass before the given malfunctions occur again.
Over time, the reward function’s temporal specificity grows exponentially, and reward
values decrease. Similarly, lower values on the x-axis, such as day and week, have higher
reward values, because a given asset management operation occurs multiple times in a
short period. This means that technicians may be performing preventive maintenance
operations on various assets of the same type, creating similar multiple WOs.

Consequently, the reward function prioritises situations that happen more frequently,
making them appear as suggestions with higher rankings. Therefore, the recommendation
system can adapt to technicians’ needs by analysing the suggestions. The reward function
assigns a reward based on how much time has passed since a given asset management
situation occurred, prioritising more frequent conditions. The thought process behind the
formulation of the reward function is supported through all of the previous considerations.
The known literature does not present anything similar, so this reward function is idealised
through understanding domain specifications, alongside the domain experts.

Moreover, the idea is that through the reward obtained using the decay function,
it is possible to adapt the network’s suggestions to the needs of the technicians present.
Additionally, the methodology is to observe the choice made by the technician, e.g., “valve
substitution”, and determine the reward value by identifying the last time this situation
occurred. The BN keeps records of the dates and times when a problem was last chosen.
Considering that there was another valve substitution in the present day, the reward is 0.5.
Using this reward value, the updated frequency for the word “valve” is calculated in State
1, and for the bigram “valve substitution” in State 2, by applying Equation (1).

NewFrequency = OldFrequency + (Reward×MaxStateFrequency) (1)

Looking at Equation (1), it can be understood that the new frequency for the word
“valve” is obtained by taking the sum of its old frequency with the maximum frequency
found in this first state, times the reward given, 0.5 in this case. The equation uses the
maximum frequency found in the given state as a weight. This ensures that the resulting
value for the new frequency still respects the probability distribution. This is to prevent
the changes from being out of proportion (too large) to the previous configuration of
the probability distribution. To end this example, let us assume the word “valve” had a
previous frequency value of forty, and the maximum found is sixty-five. The new frequency
of this word is given by 40 + (0.5× 65), which is 73. The frequencies are kept as integers.
State 2 is then calculated by repeating the procedure for the bigram “valve substitution”,
and calculating the new frequency. Moreover, this formula does not define the maximum
value the new frequency can take because the maximum state frequency has no established
maximum. The minimum value it can take is one, because zero would mean that the given
bigram never appeared in the corpus. Hence, it would not make sense that it was included
in the network.

Suppose a technician does not choose any suggestion and finishes the WO creation.
In that case, the network is updated with the written description and, in the case of being a
description with unknown words, these are added to the RS model. Each word is added
to the corresponding state with a frequency equal to the mean of the frequencies found in
each state. The reason for each new word to be added in each state with the mean of the
frequencies is that new words inserted in the model do not start with a frequency equal to
one. New words could not appear as suggestions if this was the case, because the other
candidate words had higher frequency values.

The pseudo-code for the algorithm for including user feedback in the network can be
found in Algorithms 3 and 4. It is divided into two algorithms for the sake of simplicity and
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readability. Algorithm 3 is run every time a technician chooses a suggestion from the list
presented by the RS model. The selected suggestion consists of the “chosen_sentence” pa-
rameter. Algorithm 4 is responsible for changing the probability distributions of each state.

Algorithm 3 Inclusion of User feedback

Require: sel f 6= NULL; chosen_sentence 6= NULL;
chosen_words← chosen_sentence.rstrip().split()
reward← sel f .calculate_time_based_reward(chosen_sentence) . calculate time-base reward using

reward function

sel f .recon f igure_state_distribution(chosen_words[0], 1, reward) . reconfigure first state

distribution

for n in remainingstates do
bigram← (current state word and previous state word)
sel f .recon f igure_state_distribution(bigram, n, reward)

end for

Algorithm 4 Reconfigure State Distribution

Require: sel f 6= NULL; bigram 6= NULL; level 6= NULL; reward 6= NULL;
prob_table← sel f .states_distributions[level − 1] . states_distributions has the prob. distributions of

each state

if level != 1 then
distribution← conversion of prob_table to dictionary
distribution← denormalisation of distribution . get frequencies instead of probabilities

if bigram not in current state distribution then
bigram_value←mean value of all the frequencies
distribution[bigram] = bigram_value
sel f .added_ f requencies[level]+ = int(bigram_value) . to keep record of the added

frequencies, allowing to maintain the properties of the distribution

add each word in bigram to sel f .all_words_distribution
else

max_ f requency←maximum frequency value in the distribution
f requency_to_sum← int(max_ f requency ∗ reward)
sel f .added_ f requencies[level]+ = int( f requency_to_sum) . to keep record of the added

frequencies, allowing to maintain the properties of the distribution

distribution[bigram] = normalized_distribution[bigram] + f requency_to_sum
end if
distribution← normalisation of distribution . get probabilities instead of frequencies

prob_table← conversion of distribution to list
sel f .states_distributions[level − 1] = prob_table . update state distribution

else
sel f .alter_ f irst_distribution(bigram, reward, level, prob_table) . first state has independent

distribution, dealt in the same manner, treating single words instead of bigrams

end if

5. Results and Evaluations

Understanding the problem domain, the associated data, and the most appropriate
algorithm(s) to use in this situation, an ML model can solve a complex problem. When
a model is successfully created, evaluating its performance is necessary. It is important
to point out that the chosen case study, a Portuguese health facility, was proposed by
the company due to the fact that it encompasses the most common asset management
activities, and with the importance of healthcare being a sensitive sector in which to conduct
asset management, where good practices, such as fast failure resolution or appropriate
preventive measures, are crucial. This case study is considered as a representative of similar
asset management processes that the company exerts in other asset management contracts
that regard different sectors of the economy, in different geographical locations.
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By evaluating the RS model, it is possible to determine whether it can be used in
technicians’ daily operations. Ideally, the most suitable way to evaluate the solution is
through contact with independent external data, alongside the judgement of several domain
experts. This procedure includes the word recommendation algorithm on the technicians’
tablets to create the WO. After experiencing the application that allows the creation of
new WOs, with the RS providing its suggestions, the technicians would fill out a report
where they would specify how appropriate the recommendations were and summarise
the experience. This approach is challenging, because a significant amount of time would
be necessary to evaluate many technicians and summarise their experiences. Since it is
not possible to implement this ideal procedure, an alternative to evaluating the solution is
considered. Moreover, the state of the art regarding the evaluation of ML models in asset
management is limited, so no methodology is found for evaluating solutions without the
participation of technicians. Consequently, the following subsection presents a proposed
RS evaluation method.

5.1. Methodology for Recommendation System Evaluation

This subsection aims at explaining the evaluation methodology. By using the BN, this
assessment methodology attempts to simulate technicians’ behaviour in creating WOs and
observing the network’s recommendations. Therefore, an RS should be tested against a
sequence of WOs that are invisible and representative of what technicians might enter.
This sequence of WOs has been specially designed to simulate the asset management
situations encountered by technicians. One important consideration is that the order of
the sequence of WOs is essential, alongside the date of each, so that the evaluation is as
close to reality as possible. This consideration allows for the reward function described
in the previous section to be properly evaluated. Furthermore, the order in which these
WOs appear in the sequence and the period between them is carefully considered, so that
specific asset management situations that appear one after the other in real-life scenarios
are simulated. This requires an entire set of WOs to test the RS. However, the RS has not
seen this sequencing of WOs before; they are representative of the operations conducted in
the present by the technicians. The designed methodology is illustrated in Figure 5.

Observation of Figure 5 allows us to understand that the methodology begins with
a sequence of carefully chosen WOs; the RS has not “seen” this sequence before, that
is, from the entirety of the WOs, a subset is taken for training and a different subset
for testing. For the sake of simplicity in the methodology’s overview, let us consider a
sequence that starts with the situations limpeza cilindro humidificador” (“humidifying
cylinder cleaning”) and “substituição filtro” (“filter replacement”). In step 1 , the procedure
starts by taking the first sentence, looking at the first word, and querying the network
for suggestions, as if the technician was inputting this WO. After querying the network
for “limpeza”, the recommendations are observed in step 2 . The performance indicators
of this given case are calculated in step 3 , following in what rank the network put the
word “cilindro”, because this word corresponds to the reality, that is, what the technician
intended to write. The metrics chosen to evaluate the network are discussed in the following
subsection. Let us assume that there is one metric in the performance indicators, which
ranges from zero to one hundred percent, named mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [24,25] and
discussed in the next subsection. Let us also assume that the network ranked “cilindro”
in the first place, which means 100% MRR for this case. After calculating the MRR for
this word, the procedure is repeated, because the first sentence still has another word;
step 4 takes the procedure back to the first sentence, and now the network is queried for
suggestions for the case “limpeza cilindro”. The network’s recommendations are observed
in step 2 , and in step 3 the performance indicators for this new case are calculated . This
time, the network ranked “humidificador” in place five out of ten, for example, so let us
assume the MRR is 20% (the calculation of the MRR and other performance indicators
is left for the following subsection, for simplicity of explanation of the methodology).
Once the performance indicators are calculated for this case, and the sentence reaches its
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end, in step 5 , it is possible to summarise the performance indicators for this first WO:
considering only the MRR, for simplicity of explanation, the average between 100% from
the first suggestion and 20% from the second gives a total of 60% MRR for this first WO.
Step 6 evaluates whether the sequence of WOs has reached the end. Since there are more
WOs in the sequence that have not been processed, the procedure shifts its focus to the next
one in step 7 , which is “substituição filtro”, and saves the performance indicators of the
previously tested WO. In this second WO, the procedure is repeated. Take the first word,
“substituição”, and query the network. Observe the rankings and compute the performance
indicators based on what position the intended word “filtro”. Since this WO only has two
words, only one suggestion is made, and the final performance indicators of the sentence
are the same as the suggestion.

Figure 5. Methodology for evaluating the BN.

This methodology is applied for all of the sequences, saving each WO’s performance
indicators, and summarising all of the indicator’s values into one to obtain the final RS’s
performance in step 8 . After a given sentence is evaluated, the algorithm for including
the user’s feedback is run with the WO that was just analysed, allowing for the network’s
adaptation for future WOs.

5.2. Metrics for Evaluating the Network

The state of the art presents several metrics that can be used to evaluate RSs [26–28].
The most commonly used quality measures are the following: (1) prediction metrics, (2) set
recommendation metrics, and (3) rank recommendation metrics. Therefore, the model in
this study is evaluated for the relevance of the suggestions given to the technician while
filling out a WO form. A model is estimated based on the ranking in which the correct
response is located and whether the RS provides adequate guidance. The validation process
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is performed by employing the most common cross-validation (CV) techniques, such as
random sub-sampling and k-fold CV [28].

Some algorithms aim to predict the rating a user would give an item, while others strive
to recommend a ranked list of items, i.e., the top@K items, where K is the list size. When the
algorithms return a ranked list of items, these may be evaluated for the number of relevant
items [24,25]. For example: (1) precision at K (P@K)—this metric measures the proportion
of recommended items that are relevant to the user out of the top K recommended items.
It is a binary metric, where 1 indicates a recommended relevant item, and 0 indicates a
non-recommended relevant item; (2) mean average precision (MAP)—this metric calculates
the average precision at each position in the ranked list of recommendations and takes the
average of these values. It rewards systems that have high precision across the entire list of
recommendations; (3) mean reciprocal rank (MRR)—this metric measures the quality of
the top-ranked item in the recommendation list. It calculates the reciprocal rank of the first
relevant item in the list and averages these values across all users.

The MAP rewards lists of suggestions with many “correct” (relevant) recommenda-
tions and rewards those at the top with the most likely correct recommendations. The prob-
lem encountered with this metric when we tried to apply it to our problem, is that there can
be several correct answers (suggestions), so the final value for this metric is given by the
combination of how many accurate suggestions there are, taking into account the rankings
as well. In our solution, only one suggestion is suitable, because only one can be chosen to
form a WO’s description. Hence, this resulted in labelling the MAP metric as inadequate
for the problem at hand, since its value would be very low if it were considered with only
one possible correct answer.

Once it was understood that the chosen metric can only consider one right answer
from the set of suggestions, the metric chosen was the MRR. So, when a technician is
presented with a list of suggestions and chooses the third one, for example, the MRR would
be 1/3. If none of the suggestions is what the technician intended and no suggestion is
chosen, then the MRR is considered to be zero. In this case, the metric is appropriate, since
it is calculated based on ranking the suggestions and only finds one correct answer.

Additionally, using this metric alone can be insufficient to understand the recommen-
dation system’s performance. The MRR can be high because there are suggestions where
the technician picked the first ranked suggestion. Still, it is also essential to analyse the
number of times that none of the suggestions was chosen, that is, the number of times the
network produced a list of preliminary results and none of them was considered. Therefore,
a second metric is regarded alongside the MRR, which is the false negative rate, also known
as the miss rate [24,25]. This metric is obtained by how often the network presents a list
of suggestions where no suggestion is the correct answer, divided by the total number of
recommendations made. This is the probability that a relevant item is not recommended.

5.3. Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results are produced by applying the previously presented test method-
ology in carefully chosen scenarios. Three subfamilies with distinct characteristics are con-
sidered: chillers, air treatment units, and general equipment. The chillers subfamily has the
characteristic of dealing only with assets of the chillers type. However, it registers a low
quantity of data, only 168 WOs. The air treatment units subfamily represents the assets that are
responsible for air treatment and holds a total of 2871 WOs. The general equipment subfamily is
slightly different from the previous two, since it represents a broad spectrum of assets known
as available equipment; the WOs present in this subfamily are very distinct from each other,
and the malfunctions/situations that are found are particular. It holds 886 WOs.

The methodology consisted in holding a subset for testing and training, with the
rest of the WOs used for each of the subfamilies. Three possible partitions for train/test
percentages were chosen: 70/30%, 80/20%, and 50/50%. The considered metrics were
the ones addressed in the previous subsection, MRR and miss rate, with information about
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the total number of suggestions made and how many of them did not have any relevant
suggestion (miss rate). Tables 2–4 present the obtained results.

Table 2. Results obtained for the chillers subfamily.

Chillers

Train/Test MRR Total Suggestions Missed Suggestions Miss Rate

70/30 0.5153 167 73 0.4300

80/20 0.5666 94 35 0.3700

50/50 0.4636 278 123 0.4400

Table 3. Results obtained for the UTA subfamily.

UTA

Train/Test MRR Total Suggestions Missed Suggestions Miss Rate

70/30 0.5700 3548 928 0.2600

80/20 0.5070 2600 743 0.2800

50/50 0.5550 4762 1267 0.2600

Table 4. Results obtained for the general equipment subfamily.

General Equipment

Train/Test MRR Total Suggestions Missed Suggestions Miss Rate

70/30 0.2787 750 481 0.6400

80/20 0.2751 491 317 0.6400

50/50 0.2610 1253 830 0.6600

From observation of these tables, it is possible to discuss the obtained results.

5.3.1. Chillers Subfamily Results

Starting with the chillers subfamily in Table 2, it is noticeable that the miss rate is
relatively high for the three combinations of training and testing. This means that the
network had difficulty understanding the suitable suggestions to provide to the user, failing
to include relevant recommendations about 41% of the time (miss rate mean). Looking at
the MRR, it is about 50% for the three cases. Remembering that the MRR is calculated by
performing the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct answer, that is, 1 for
first place, 1/2 for second place, 1/3 for third place, and so on, an MRR of 1/2 means that
when there is a correct suggestion from the list presented, it usually sits in the top rank.
Therefore, the conclusion is that the network missed a large number of the suggestions
that it should make. Still, when it presented a list with a correct option, this right option
was one of the top suggestions, which is as intended—correct answers being ranked first
indicates a good functioning of the recommendation system. It is also noticeable that the
best combination of train and test percentages is 80/20, which demonstrates that the more
data the network has to train on, the better its suggestions will be.

By observing that this chillers subfamily has the characteristic of presenting a low
number of data, the technique of ten-fold cross-validation (CV) can be applied, with the
intent of obtaining better results. Table 5 presents the obtained results. It is possible to
conclude that there are better results with a bigger k in the k-fold CV process but by a tiny
margin. The case of the chiller subfamily allows us to understand that there are subfamilies
with too low quantities of data to generate an optimal model, so there might be a benefit in
using other techniques, such as synthetic data generation, with the help of domain experts.
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This subfamily and its conclusions represent all other subfamilies presenting low quantities
of data.

Table 5. Results obtained for the chillers subfamily with cross-validation.

Chillers with Cross-Validation

Train/Test MRR Total Suggestions Missed Suggestions Miss Rate

8-fold CV 0.5470 518 176 0.3400

10-fold CV 0.5540 518 182 0.3400

12-fold CV 0.5570 518 173 0.3300

80/20 0.5666 94 35 0.3700

Following another topic of interest in this research, still considering the chillers sub-
family, it is possible to include domain knowledge into the recommendation system to
obtain more accurate results. The WOs used to train the network initially pass through a
NLP pipeline, allowing us to better understand the words and the relationships between
them and to remove words that do not present relevance to the domain. Therefore, domain
knowledge can be included, using specific stopwords that allow only the relevant words
to be kept. The words considered not to be included in the final sentences of the WOs are
given by a stopwords file that can be altered. Specifying a subfamily-specific stopwords
file, with information about the words that appear in the subfamily that do not present
significant information, can allow the recommendation system to achieve better results.
The idea is that a domain expert can point out words that do not show significant details.
Therefore, domain knowledge that improves the network’s adequacy to a given subfamily
is included. A stopwords file was generated from a series of meetings with domain experts
that was specific to the chillers subfamily. The results compare the best example without
subfamily-specific stopwords (80/20) with the same subfamily-specific stopwords model.
The results are presented in Table 6. In conclusion, including domain knowledge allows
for more adequate results in terms of the MRR metric. However, the miss rate remains the
same due to the amount of data present in this subfamily being low. For the same reason,
the conclusions cannot be taken as absolute.

Table 6. Results obtained for the chillers subfamily with the application of a specific stopwords file.

Chillers with Specific Stopwords

With/Without
CH Stopwords MRR Total

Suggestions
Missed

Suggestions Miss Rate

80/20 with 0.7083 27 10 0.3700

80/20 without 0.5666 94 35 0.3700
Legend: CH means chillers.

Further investigations are needed, with more significant quantities of data, consid-
ering different subfamilies. However, it is difficult to ask a domain expert to catalogue
all unimportant words in a given subfamily, since it is a recurring task of considerable
proportions. The main idea here is that including domain knowledge in the model makes
it more adequate.

5.3.2. UTA Subfamily Results

The second subfamily on which the recommendation system is tested is “unidades
de tratamento de ar” (air treatment units). The same conditions as Table 2 are considered,
without any CV or inclusion of specific stopwords. The results can be observed in Table 3.
The first noticeable thing is the number of evaluated suggestions, which is much higher
than in the chillers subfamily. The UTA subfamily had a considerable number of data,
2871 WOs. The MRR is about the same as for the chillers subfamily, 50%, which allows us
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to conclude that when there are correct answers in the list of suggestions, they sit in the top
ranks. However, there is a noticeable difference, which is the miss rate. It is a considerably
lower value when compared to the chiller’s 37%, with about a 27% miss rate. This allows us
to conclude that, with a considerable amount of data, the recommendation system can be
trained appropriately. Therefore, the results are more adequate. This UTA subfamily has a
more significant amount of data than the chillers subfamily, which allowed it to conduct
training and testing in better conditions. The best proportions of training and testing are
70/30. The subfamilies with the same characteristics as the UTA are considered the most
appropriate for training the network since they present patterns that can be discovered and
a considerable amount of data.

5.3.3. General Equipment Subfamily Results

The third subfamily on which the network was evaluated was the “equipamentos gerais”
(general equipment). It was tested with the same conditions as Tables 2 and 3, without any
CV or inclusion of specific stopwords. The results can be observed in Table 4. Looking at
it, the first noticeable thing is the low score on the MRR metric, about 27%. If the focus
is shifted to the miss rate, the score is inadequate, with about 65% of missed suggestions.
The explanation for these poor results is the fact that there is a high variance in the WOs
that this subfamily encompasses. The name of the subfamily, general equipment, suggests
that there is a lot of possible WOs on a considerable variety of different assets.

Additionally, the words used are not explicitly used to describe a given kind of asset,
such as in the chillers or the UTA subfamily. In this case, there is a high diversity in words
used and the assets considered, so the recommendation system cannot identify patterns
that will lead to good suggestions. This finding results in the need for a different approach
with this kind of subfamily encompassing a broad spectrum of asset management situations
and assets.

5.4. Results Regarding Implicit User Feedback

This subsection is intended to evaluate the impact of the implicit user feedback through
an ablation study [29], where the adequate models in each subfamily are considered, and an
experiment testing the models with and without implicit user feedback is performed.
The results can be observed in Table 7.

Table 7. Results obtained for evaluation of the user implicit feedback mechanism.

Implicit User Feedback

Subfamily—
Best Eval

User
Feedback MRR Total

Suggestions
Missed

Suggestions Miss Rate

CH 80/20 Yes 0.5666 94 35 0.3700

CH 80/20 No 0.3480 94 53 0.5600

UTA 70/30 Yes 0.5700 3548 928 0.2600

UTA 70/30 No 0.4576 3548 1307 0.3700

EG 70/30 Yes 0.2787 750 481 0.6400

EG 70/30 No 0.2700 750 513 0.6800
Legend: CH means chillers, UTA means air treatment units and EG means general equipment.

Observation of Table 7 allows us to understand that the recommendation system
performs more adequately when the mechanism of implicit user feedback is on. The MRR
for all of the subfamilies considered is higher when the mechanism is on, indicating that
the correct suggestions are found higher in the list rankings. The miss rate is lower for
cases where the mechanism is on. There is a noticeable loss in ability to suggest lists with
a correct answer when the mechanism is off—in the chillers subfamily, it went from 36%
to 56%, for example. The creation of the recommendation system without the mechanism
of implicit user feedback results in the only knowledge that the network has being that
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obtained when historical WO files were presented. The probability distributions in each
state are modelled according to the frequencies found in these historical WO files. If the
mechanism is not considered, these probability distributions remain static across the lifetime
of the recommendation system, resulting in a solution that cannot adapt to new sequences
of WOs and learn from them. Alternatively, suppose the recommendation system is created
with implicit user feedback. In that case, the probability distributions are altered at each
suggestion selection, the technicians are presented with more relevant suggestions, and the
network keeps on learning.

A critical component of the presented solution is the reward function, which provides
the implicit user feedback mechanism with the notion of how much time has passed
between the same asset management situation and how the suggestion that the technician
selected should be rewarded. Figure 6 presents three different reward functions, coloured
in blue, green, and red. The motivation for this study is to understand the impact of the
values given to the reward function by shifting it in the reward axis. Hence, by shifting the
importance of the reward associated with each period present on the x-axis, it is possible to
produce three functions and study the effect of the reward values on the overall solution.
Remember, these values are calculated based on the intricacies of the domain and how
the management of work orders is performed. Work orders can occur due to planned
preventive activities or corrective operations needed in a given asset. The reward values
and periods are designed to meet how the work orders are created and managed in the
asset management domain.

Figure 6. Study of reward function values with three distinct functions.

The models with adequate performance indicators are chosen for each subfamily, that
is, 80/20 (training and testing percentage) for chillers, and 70/30 for air treatment units
and general equipment. The effect produced by the three functions can be observed in the
table presented in Figure 6. The performance indicators do not change significantly when
using different functions with different reward values in the 0.7 to 0.05 reward range.
The function with the best results is different for each tested model. The explanation might
be that each subfamily has a specific scheduling of WOs in its preventive plans, and the
time that spans between these WOs is more akin to a given reward function. This affinity
to a given reward function could be because it has the highest rewards in the most frequent
periods of time verified in the maintenance operations of the given subfamily.
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6. Conclusions

This research is intended to normalise the words used to describe asset management
situations when creating WOs, so that the same situation is not described using similar
words. By recommending words while a technician is filling out a WO, this normalisa-
tion is achieved, enabling better automatic identification of asset management situations.
Statistical tendencies and overall knowledge can be derived from the normalisation of
how these WOs are written, enabling large-scale analysis of specific asset management
situations in several WOs, allowing the company to improve their decision-making strate-
gies. By unambiguously identifying a given asset management situation in the WOs,
asset managers can have a better insight into how asset management activities are being
performed at a given facility. Performance indicators of the management process can be
established, and preventive measures can be adapted according to the analysis conducted
on the normalised descriptions.

The tag RS is implemented using a probabilistic algorithm, a BN, with a custom
algorithm that allows it to learn by including implicit user feedback. The network’s states
model the position of a given word in a sentence. That is, the first state models the first word,
the second state the second word, and so on. Each state includes a probability distribution
from which the RS suggests words based on the probabilities of the bigrams present in
each state. It is from the updating of these probability distributions that the adaptation
of the network occurs. Since asset management is volatile, the same asset’s functionality
will produce different WOs at different times. This domain consideration requires that
the network adapts itself to the needs that the technicians demonstrate through implicit
feedback. This mechanism of implicit feedback uses a reward function which decays over
time, so it works by prioritising asset management situations that have happened more
recently for the last time, placing them in higher rankings of the suggestions. The goal of
this RS is to influence the writing of the technicians. In contrast, the WO is being created so
that the words used are the ones suggested by the RS and, consequently, the ones used in
most cases, leading to the normalisation. The mechanism of implicit feedback is created to
prevent the suggestion that the network has stopped being relevant due to the volatility of
the asset management domain, enabling the network to learn with the recommendations
that the technician chooses.

The evaluation of the BN on three different subfamilies presented slightly distinct
outcomes, and the conclusions drawn from each subfamily represent what happens in other
subfamilies with the same characteristics. The chillers subfamily presents a low number
of data, so the recommendation system had difficulty in conducting appropriate training.
In future work, different techniques should be explored, such as the synthetic generation
of data, with the help of domain experts, to increase the amount of data. The results
were adequate for the “unidades de tratamento de ar” (air treatment units) subfamily since
this subfamily had a considerable amount of data, and the network was able to identify
the patterns present in it. For the “equipamentos gerais” (general equipment) subfamily,
the network produced inaccurate results, because there exists a high variance in the WOs
that this subfamily encompasses. There is a high diversity in words found in the WOs and
the considered assets, so the network cannot identify patterns that will lead to adequate
suggestions. In future work, it would be interesting to study how the patterns present in
these broad-spectrum subfamilies can be discovered. One possibility is drilling down into
the hierarchy and learning the WOs by asset instead of by subfamily.

One of the main components of this research is the mechanism of implicit user feedback.
It is evaluated through an ablation study. The conclusion is that the suggestions of the
recommendation system are improved significantly when this mechanism is considered.
The only registered drawback regarding this mechanism is that the values given for the
reward function appear out of domain assumptions since there is limited literature. This
reward function was designed through a thorough understanding of the domain, how the
work orders are created and managed, and how these details could be included in the
recommendation system, making it able to learn the needs of the technicians. Consequently,
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a study which aims at understanding the effect of the reward values in the overall solution is
conducted, where three different reward functions are used to test other models, and their
performance indicators are observed. Concluding, the performance indicators do not
present significant changes when using each of the different reward functions.

The next step in this research would be to test the entirety of the one hundred and
eight (108) subfamilies one-by-one, observe the results, and understand the next steps that
can be taken to improve the subfamilies in which the results were not the most adequate—
whether because they encompassed too many distinct assets or the network could not
identify patterns. Another interesting path to undergo with our investigation would be to
consider a different case study regarding another facility managed by the company, such as
a shopping mall. Training and evaluating the RS based on WOs produced in the context of
asset management activities in a shopping mall could present significant indicators of how
versatile our solution is, taking into account the different assets that are present in this kind
of facility when compared with the healthcare one. To conclude, the implementation of a
tag RS to normalise the terms used to create a WO was successful.
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